When I was ten, ESL class traumatized me where it made me believe that in order to be a literate reader and writer, I had to be born with perfectly spoken and comprehensive English. Throughout high school, I dreamed of being an author, to curate books that have the power to create conversations and ideas just from my fingertips. I still believe in this notion that if a person has a really great idea and somehow have the skills to convey it, then he/she will be able to publish a book. 21st-century publishing tells me the latter, that the industry does not produce books, but produces authors. This is supported by the use of branding in publishing and it’s powerful effect of marketing. In the competitive world we live in, where people are constantly fighting for the newest, trendiest, and “best” objects to monetize, we are unfortunately stuck in the realization that publishing is a business economy. For publishing to be about business, it requires the constant reminder that businesses demand money. In order to obtain money, one must find all sorts of unique and captivating ways to attract consumers’ attention or desire into giving that money away. Thus, in the current 21st century, we emphasize the authors’ brand over publishers’ brand, or even the books’ brand. I’m interested in exploring what effect author branding has on 21st-century publishing, counter this idea to support my own belief that we can still support branding books over authors, and why it might be more important to do so in our current capitalistic economy than in the past.

Mike Michalowicz, in an article “What No One’s Telling You About Writing That Book”, suggests that “writing is nothing, marketing is everything.” [1] Selling books is a constant motive because if books are popularized or circulated, then there would not be any readership to support the financials of the book. The point isn’t to make money off a book (Let’s face it, publishing is not a moneymaker field). The importance is building authority, and Michalowicz suggests that with this authority, it builds customer rapport and leads customers to care about the work. Readers are not interested in a story if
they aren’t influenced to believe so, or guided into an environment to know about the story from the start. With the increase of social media and technological advances, it becomes over competitive on how content is delivered to consumers. A writer who posts on an uncirculated Wordpress will probably never get recognized unless word of mouth sparks and the word circulates around to people with high positioning power in the creative industry. With this authority, there is more control for the book to achieve any measured success. It appears that the only efficient way to do this is by author branding.

When agents or editors are acquiring new manuscripts to publish, an author’s platform is valued over a piece of unknown writing. When we think about any other authors that don’t come from a Kardashian family or has publicly spoken about a traumatic event (and many other instances that result in social media recognition), authors are given questionnaires that require full explanation of their established connections within the industry to help with the marketing of the author, and evidently the book, later when the book is an actual, tangible product. Alison Flood, in an article “Traditional publishing is ‘no longer fair or sustainable’”, shares that “increasingly authors are being asked to do a lot of marketing and promotion themselves.” [2] Perhaps in the past centuries, without the input of social media, consumers purchase books for the purpose of understanding and learning content. The saying “don’t judge a book by its cover” must have come from someone who judged a book by the cover, to judge the content and make an uninformed decision to purchase the book solely based on the content that is marketed.

An example I refer to is JK Rowling. She was rejected by twelve of the world’s largest publishers, having no established public platform before writing Harry Potter. [3] However, when Bloomsbury finally published Harry Potter in 2007, the book exploded and has become one of the biggest book series in children’s literature. As more and more authors craft stories that are similar to Rowling’s to follow her narrative path, author branding becomes more crucial and dominant in publishing. Joseph Esposito, in his article “Revisiting: Why Publishers’ Brands Matter,” argues that “in the book world, the argument is that no one buys a book because of the name of a publisher; it’s the author’s name that counts.” [4] Following Harry Potter, JK Rowling continued to produce
fiction novels, but under an alias because she did not want her author branding to be
affected in the case that her future works don’t sell as well as Harry Potter. [Shamsian,
3] Furthermore, Esposito argues that “brands matter because authors think they do. The
best brands attract the best authors – a virtuous circle.” [Esposito, 4] Credibility
establishes if a bestselling author has multiple published books versus an unknown
unpublished author. In our current society, readers rarely have time to research into
their next book purchases. The basis of marketing is to promote urgent impulsive buys
and spread awareness about the book using the author’s name. We describe authors
mostly by their previous published works, previous writing jobs, or if other important
figures in publishing support or knowledge of the author. Therefore, our modern world
becomes highly networked and processed, where without uptakes on authors and their
background in writing, it’s hard for a publisher to support the manuscript or even know
of them. If an author is a nobody, then what might publishers have to use as branding
power to manipulate and influence its target audience and consumers? Author brands
matter, and unfortunately if an author has no credibility before submitting his/her
manuscript, it’s almost very unlikely that their work will ever be published.

In Maureen Gillis’ thesis essay, “Branding The Borzoi: Imprint Branding and The
Knopf Canada List”, she describes branding as “ubiquitous, almost everything is
perceived to have a brand. The branding paradigm is so pervasive that it colours the
way buyers view both the products and services they purchase and the companies that
manufacture them.” [5] I wonder, if author branding has the “undeniably effective[ness]
in helping to sell books- sales figures and poll results seem to support the idea” and
“powerful associations that a brand-name author like Stephen King, John Grisham, or
Danielle Steel conveys” [Gillis, 5], then how could it be unique and effective to build
book branding further? Instead of continuing to feed into the bestseller machine by
producing popularized mainstream authors that follow the same formulaic genre, how
could we publish books that have the authentic quality that is worthy of this branding
recognition? I suggest that in this sense, branding is used to explain to the consumer
why a book is worthy of their time. I believe book branding is crucial because of its
uniqueness in marketing. As Gillis continues, “people commonly buy a certain book
because they are looking for something new to read, not something they have already
read.” [Gillis, 5] She asks, “if each title is unique, why not brand each book separately?”, as if a critique that when author branding is used, each title is diminished and hidden under the key selling points of the author, not the book. For instance, readers buy James Patterson books probably not because his stories are innovative; it is because of his vital credibility as an author over time. If we sell each book as it’s an individual entity, marketing stories instead of people, then we create more diversity in the content that we produce and circulate. Instead of a book being JK Rowling’s next greatest work, it is the next greatest book just on the content and storyline itself. I think that deserves more attention, that a writer can be remembered for one great story instead of ten forced formulaic ones.

The problem with publishing is that in the end, publishing is a business for publishers to uphold. Publishers demand content that keeps people coming back and contributing to the cash flow of income. I wonder, how desperate have we become in wanting to be published? Are we taking the easy way out by using the money, fame, and networking to become “authors” instead of discovering natural, original writing? What is the value of authorship in 21st-century writing? If we continue to flush out writing so it becomes bestsellers based on its viral ability on Instagram of Buzzed articles, then how does that contribute to the legitimacy of writing? It saddens me when people say we don’t publish books; we publish authors. At the end of the day, it is still a business. We must treat it with the professionalism and accuracy that it deserves, that it is a business that requires a constant flow of income, but that income can come from passion projects, or just really passionate writers. We must follow mind-enriching books and give it the attention it deserves, as these ideas are frequently hidden under a landmine of unread manuscripts. If branding is a way to give voice to the author, why can’t we bring this light to the work itself? As if this holds as a foundation for any work being published meaning just enough.
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The book publishing landscape can be very confusing. This is for many reasons; the most relevant to you is that the business of book publishing has changed dramatically over the past decade, and most of the advice people give is dated and wrong. Furthermore, most of the guides to book publishing are geared toward professional writers, novelists, or hobbyists. Entrepreneurs, business owners, executives, and other professionals who are writing business and personal development books should look at book publishing through a completely different lens than professional writers. The reason for this is because traditional publishers are terrible at selling and marketing books, and they now rely almost exclusively on authors to do this for them. I'm not just saying this. Self-publishing is the act of independently publishing your book on a platform like Amazon without the need of a traditional publishing house. Personally speaking, I've self-published 6 bestselling non-fiction books on Amazon, sold tens of thousands of copies, and continue to collect thousands per month in royalty checks. The success of my books has been directly responsible for the strong performance of my business, which has grown to over 7 figures in less than 2 years. Create your Amazon author central account after uploading your book. Include a bio, photo, and link to your website or blog to help you stand out among authors. After a few more steps, you'll be ready to publish your book, at which time you'll click save & publish in your KDP book dashboard. They publish science fiction and fantasy books, and have published authors such as Marion Zimmer Bradley and Roger Zelazny. DAW has published many bestselling books and has published Hugo Award winning books. Read the full review here. Turner Books Turner publishes books in a wide range of categories and formats—fiction and nonfiction. They publish mainly in print but have electronic options as well. They are a major independent publishing house and have a number of imprints. Read the full review here. They do not focus on bestsellers, but their books are often taught in academic settings and available in libraries and independent bookstores. Read our full review here.